
SQUARE FOOTAGE & LOT SIZE ADVISORY AND DISCLOSURE

Property Address:
DIFFERENT SOURCES FOR SQUARE FOOTAGE AND OTHER MEASUREMENTS:

Measurements of structures vary from source to source and that data is often contradictory. There is no one “official” size source or a “standard” method
of calculating exterior structural size, interior space or square footage. For instance, Appraisers often exclude the thickness of walls, stairwells and
laundry rooms to determine “livable” square footage; however, surveyors of condominium units typically include in their measurements the space between
interior walls and around obstructions, such as fireplace flues. Architects and floor-plan designers employ a wide variety of methods to calculate the size
of improvements and Assessors generally use gross, permitted size. Measurements taken by various professionals may not include some “finished” or
“unfinished” space and generally exclude known illegal space.

Buyers should not rely on any advertised or disclosed square footage measurements and should retain their own experts to measure structural size
and/or square footage during their contingency period, if any. This is especially important if Buyers are using square footage to determine whether or not
to purchase the Property and/or are using a price per square foot to determine purchase price. Price per square foot calculations are generally broad
estimates only, which can vary greatly depending upon property location, type of property and amenities; such calculation should not be relied upon
by Buyers and the accuracy of any such figures should be independently verified by Buyers.

PROPERTY SIZE, DIMENSIONS, CONFIGURATIONS AND BOUNDARIES:

Fences, retaining walls, hedges and other landscaping, watercourses or other natural or man-made structures may not correspond with any legally-
defined property boundaries and existing structures or amenities may not be located within the actual property boundaries or local setback
requirements. There are sources available which refer to lot size, lot dimensions, location of improvements and property configurations, such as the
County Assessor, Recorded maps, Developer plans or existing surveys, but that documentation may not be accurate, may not be available and should not be
relied upon by Buyers for any purpose. Only a licensed surveyor can accurately determine lot dimensions, boundary locations and acreage for the
Property.

Different sources of exterior and/or interior structural size, and/or square footage may include the following sources noted in the chart below,
which were taken from the referenced source. Any numbers inserted into the spaces below are approximations only and other size data may
exist from other sources. None of the sizes listed below have been or will be verified by Seller or any Real Estate Licensees nor will the Real
Estate Licensees conduct any off-site investigations to determine the existence of any other size sources for the Property:

* Intended to provide information, other than public record and only if there are conflicting estimates of structure or lot size from multiple sources*

Source Structure Lot Source Structure Lot Source Structure Lot

Appraisal Architectural Drawings Floor Plan/ Graphic Artist

Survey Condominium Map/Plan Other:

The information in the above chart, if any, was prepared by:

Broker Agent Name Signature Date

Seller and Real Estate Licensees have not and will not verify the accuracy of any representations regarding acreage, boundary markers,
lot dimensions or sizes, location of improvements, square footage numbers, or price per square foot estimates provided by any source. If
these factors are important to Buyers' decision to purchase the Property, or the price Buyers are willing to pay, Buyers should
conduct and rely solely upon Buyers' own independent investigations including hiring a licensed surveyor to determine lot size,
configuration or location of boundaries and improvements and/or a licensed appraiser to determine structural size, square footage and/or
price per square foot.

Seller acknowledges receipt of this Advisory and Disclosure and confirms they do not have information conflicting with the above:

Seller Date: Seller Date:

Buyer acknowledges receipt of this Advisory and Disclosure from the preparer stated above:

Buyer Date: Buyer Date:

BROKERS AND REAL ESTATE SALESPERSONS CAN ADVISE ON REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONS ONLY.
FOR LEGAL OR TAX ADVICE, CONSULT A QUALIFIED ATTORNEY OR CPA.
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